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Synopsis: 

Fabulous! The Story of Queer Cinema explores the emergence of gay and lesbian 

films from the beginning of the gay rights movement in the 1960s to the “New Queer 

Cinema” of the 90s, the proliferation and influence of gay and lesbian films festivals, the 

discovery by the film business of the gay market; the explosion of gay images in the 

mainstream media and the current phenomenon of all things gay. 

 

The story of gay and lesbian cinema is closely related to the world surrounding it, and 

the use of popular culture is a backdrop against which the film examines important 

cultural, political and social moments- and movements that intersect with gay life. 

 
 

“Sex on the screen means something different for gay and lesbian audiences than for straight 

audiences because we’ve never been allowed to see it. If bodies that we can’t imagine being 

together are together, if women are rolling around in bed, if men are doing something more in 

the locker room than just simply taking a shower…all of these groundbreaking scenes of 

explicit sexuality have a meaning and a power that go beyond similar scenes for heterosexuals. 

It has to be there for audiences because for so long we were told ‘Oh no, they aren’t really gay 

because we have no proof that they ever did that’ there’s a sense that’s like – show me the 

money!” - B. Ruby Rich, Critic 

 

Forbidden! 

During the post-war period of 1940s America there was a black out of queer representation in 

the mainstream; to put it simply, it was forbidden. There was no gay/lesbian cinema because 

there was no recognized audience. This lack of entertainment caused a gender split among 

gay and lesbians; boys began buying physique films that emphasized the male body and girls 

were buying gritty pulp novels. Fantasies were being fed, but there was still no clear identity 

to which one could relate. It was not until a 17-year-old boy, Kenneth Anger, fulfilled his own 

fantasy in his bedroom by making the film Fireworks, that queer cinema was born. Fireworks 

was very similar to a physique film, featuring men in navy uniforms flexing their muscles, but 

it was the first true gay themed film and became a precursor to the American art cinema 

tradition, bridging film for gay sensibility.  

 



Censorship! 

During the 1960s, Congress began to condemn the porn industry – but there were also many 

smaller films that were taking the brunt of the retribution. The government was labeling 

homoerotic films “threatening” due to “inappropriate body parts next to other inappropriate 

body parts.” Not only were these films banned from public showing, but also audience 

members could be arrested for watching such films. As John Waters states, “Imagine going to 

the movies today and being taken away in a paddy wagon – it did happen.”  

 

While the government continued to ban “inappropriate” films, the audience for gay and lesbian 

cinema was beginning to grow.  People would drive for miles to small art houses that 

showcased gay film. Americans were able to turn to European Cinema which was much more 

accepting of both gay and hetero sex. Euro cinema, such as Chantel Akerman’s Je, tu, il, elle, 

challenged the homophobic American culture through a gay lens. The gay audience also took 

a strong interest in Andy Warhol. Blowjob, which was a single shot of a man receiving a blow 

job, was both erotic and queer. It was the beginning of a “queer sensibility” in film and as an 

art form.  

 

We’re Here; We’re Queer….and We’re on the Screen! 

The government’s continuous denouncement and censorship of a queer lifestyle was met with 

strong resistance in the summer of 1969.  The Stonewall Rebellion created a climate for 

“forbidden” stories to be told. It was the first movement to actually galvanize gay and lesbian 

activists across the country into a new way of thinking. It was about visibility and standing out 

– not sneaking around or hiding in the shadows.  Stonewall had a huge impact not only for 

gay and lesbian rights but also for the way in which film could document the movement. 

Cinema was finally beginning to show gay lives as gay lives. 

 

The spirit of the documentary also began to take shape throughout 1970s. As the idea of 

“coming out” emerged, the notion of picking up a camera to document and reflect gay life 

became more accepted. It was finally understood that being open went hand in hand with 

gaining civil rights, resulting in a dramatic shift in gay art and gay culture. 

 

 

 



Gay Sensibility! 

John Waters took being OUT to an extreme. His films weren’t just about being gay, they were 

about being misunderstood – and they clearly depicted his sense of being an outsider.  

He had a twisted view of the world and portrayed it perfectly on the screen. He invented a 

brand of community-based indie-cinema and a strain of American Queer Cinema that will live 

throughout the ages. His famous quote from Female Trouble “Life as a heterosexual is a sick 

and boring life” takes the cliché of gay culture and makes fun of it, “but in a good way” states 

Waters.  “It’s the opposite of coming out.” 

 

Waters was not alone in making “out there” statements. Drag queens were also edging their 

way into American pop culture. Drag queens were accepted at first because they were thought 

of as entertainment – throughout history some of the greatest comedians would dress in drag 

to get laughs; but in reality true drag queens were making a powerful political statement,  “go 

ahead and judge me, I don’t care!”  The Rocky Horror Picture Show played a pivotal role in this 

mentality. Not only did Rocky Horror convey a powerful political message, but it was also a fun 

film that gay friends could bring their straight friends to see. “Here was something I could go 

see this movie and bring all my straight friends, and even though I wasn’t coming out, I kind of 

was coming out” Randy Barbato, producer.  The movie clearly had a queer feel, and the 

overlying message was to be whoever you wanted to be - “don’t dream it, be it.”  

 

Gay sensibility in the 70s was stronger than ever. Popular culture in America was inundated 

with queer undertones, especially on television. Batman and Robin, Jane Hathaway from 

Beverly Hillbillies, Joe Polnacheck from The Facts of Life, Billy Crystal in Soap, and even Clinger 

on MASH were all more relatable to a gay audience. Bewitched, the Brady Bunch, Elton John, 

Liberace - 70s pop culture in general had a queer undertone, but there was still the issue that 

there was never any clear identifiable gay issue or openly gay characters. 

 

The Gay Movement! 

Throughout the 70s and 80s, the gay movement was gaining acceptance and Hollywood 

attempted to tap into the movement’s success with films like Personal Best, starring Mariel 

Hemingway and Making Love, starring Harry Hamlin. Studios felt that mainstream actors and 

major studio budgets, would draw bigger audiences to the usually taboo gay issues. 

Unfortunately, their plan didn’t work and the real issue soon became - how major motion 



pictures could make profits from these recognizable actors and queer material. It was 

something that had never been done before, and studios just couldn’t figure out a successful 

formula.   

 

In the 80s, the entertainment business shifted its focus onto video. To the gay audience, it was 

an amazing new technology. Now queer films that were never shown in theaters could be seen 

in homes all over the country. Even the cover art for queer films was groundbreaking – two 

men or two women together was intriguing, especially to confused youth who had never seen 

these types of images before. There was a hunger to see queer images and a hope to broaden 

the boundaries of the community and encourage public acceptance of the gay lifestyle. During 

the 80s, the gay community was no longer satisfied with being a sub-culture and as a result 

the home video market boomed and inspired new filmmakers towards the independent film 

movement.  

 

The queer independent film movement sprung from the desire to see modern gay and lesbian 

characters, falling in love, pining after love and getting into trouble. It wasn’t just about being 

gay, it was about living life. Gus Van Sant’s 1985 film Mala Noche took queer film into a new 

direction. Based in Oregon City, the main character was obsessed with a male migrant worker. 

His mission was to know the worker and seduce him, but each attempt at seduction failed.  

The leading man was an anti-hero; he was a “redneck” - very politically incorrect - basically the 

opposite of the typical queer film. People questioned the negative portrayal and were angered 

that a film could represent a gay man in such a negative light – but what Gus Van Sant did, 

was create one of the first real gay characters. The more extreme characters helped people 

understand that gays and lesbians come in all shapes and sizes. 

 

Another movie to make an impact was Desert Hearts. Never before was there a lesbian 

narrative film – and this was the first ever to get a wide release. It was a true lesbian love 

story that reflected the heart of the gay experience. The characters were real and the story 

was authentic. 

 

 

 

 



AIDS! 

 “Aids affected me because half my friends died. It was shocking.” – John Waters 

 

The AIDS epidemic had an everlasting affect on the gay community. “When people start dying 

around you, it forces you to deal with it” – John Cooper, Sundance Film Festival.  The epidemic 

motivated people who usually weren’t political to jump into the arena and have a voice. The 

disease invigorated gay and lesbian artists and activists to make a difference and pushed them 

to create work that challenged the government and questioned those charge. Parting Glances, 

starring Steve Buscemi, became a noteworthy film, not only because the central character was 

living with AIDS, but also because it was the last film directed by Bill Sherwood before he died 

from AIDS.  His film was unsentimental and heart-wrenching at the same time. It captured real 

people living with the disease. Mainstream audiences began to see that gays had an actual 

community; they weren’t isolated within their own world.  

 

A Transitional Era! 

During the 90s, there was a huge transformation in queer filmmaking. It was a historic 

moment, and every film seemed to tell the story of an entire generation. Queer cinema had 

finally made its way into mainstream Hollywood. The major turning point was when the 1991 

Sundance Film Festival honored both Poison and Paris is Burning. It was that moment that put 

queer cinema and independent cinema on the same track – they were one in the same.  

 

In his film Poison, director Todd Haynes was intrigued by underground queer culture and 

wanted to propose alternative stories of outsiders in different ways. People flocked to see the 

film, but it created mixed emotions among audiences – particularly in one scene where a man  

is put thrown into a ditch and spat on by several men. It was powerful metaphor of society and 

the punishment for sexual deviance.  

 

Paris is Burning also represented outsiders. The film introduced a fashion subculture in New 

York that was made up of mostly black and Latino men that dressed in drag. The focus 

however was not just on being gay, but also on differences between race and class. It was a 

spoof on the society that rejected not only gays, but also on anyone that was different.  

 



While both films were being honored at festivals, many reviews were blatantly homophobic. 

People were disturbed that these images were considered prize-worthy. One reporter called the 

spitting scene in Poison “…the most disgusting thing anyone ever saw.”  

 

“We’re talking American cinema – Bonnie and Clyde, with people being shot and blood 

exploding everywhere, and THAT was the most disgusting thing anyone ever saw?! It was 

definitely a transitional era.” Jennie Livingston, Writer/Director  

 

The government also contributed to the backlash against queer cinema, going after gay and 

lesbian artists who were funded by the National Endowment of the Arts.  Republicans tried to 

spew hatred and homophobia, but this political assault only strengthened the passion of gay 

filmmakers and activists. The sentiment of the 80s and 90s was anger against the governments 

that let them down, but with Hollywood now backing the artists, filmmakers were able to make 

a stronger political impact. The landscape once again changed for queer cinema. Filmmakers, 

like Marcus Wu, pushed the boundaries and they motivated each other to do the same; they 

felt like they could change the world – and they did.  

 

The New Queer Cinema! 

Sundance again played a pivotal role in queer cinema. In 1992, there was a huge queer 

presence with films like The Hours and Times, Swoon, and The Living End. It was the true 

arrival of the queer sensibility. The films were all experimental in form; they were not the 

traditional narratives. Swoon for example, was about two gay lovers that killed a little boy. It 

angered people for the non-positive portrayal of gay men – but it was a film that provoked 

discussion and stretched the boundaries. Mainstream Hollywood was also representing more 

gay characters, but again in a negative light. Both Silence of the Lambs and Basic Instinct were 

two Hollywood blockbusters, but they were criticized by GLAAD (Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against 

Discrimination) for the portrayal of the homosexual villains. The fact that the villains were gay 

was not the issue – the issue was that there was no balance. There were no gay heroes in 

mainstream Hollywood films, and the queer audience demanded change. 

 

The new queer cinema also brought a new wave of lesbian films that were “by, for, and about” 

lesbians. Films such as Go Fish, The Incredible True Adventures of Two Girls in Love, All Over 

Me, and The Watermelon Woman made a huge impact on women in queer cinema. They also 



caused great controversy, specifically with The Watermelon Woman, which was funded by the 

National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) and was the first and only African American/lesbian 

feature to be theatrically released. Some lesbian films however, found their place in the pop 

culture movement with the introduction of “lethal lesbian features.” Movies like Bound and 

Heavenly Creatures featured pairs of woman that teamed up to kill. These films were being 

made by mainstream male directors, but were received by queer audiences with delight.  

 

As the 90s progressed, new queer cinema matured: films like Velvet Goldmine, The High Art, 

Opposite of Sex helped open up queer cinema to new audiences. It was a discovery of a 

market. People began to invest more in these films and they became more bankable. Romantic 

comedies become the coveted category with films like Billy’s Hollywood Screen Kiss, Punks, and 

Kiss Me Guido. They were crossover films that could reach both gay and straight audiences and 

they were lighter and more uplifting, breaking away from the darkness that followed after the 

AIDS epidemic. 

 

Film Festivals/Gay Community 

Gay film festivals also played a huge part in strengthening the queer cinema community. 

Festivals were like the new bar scene, people were coming together around queer culture. San 

Francisco Film Festival is the oldest and largest festival, but there are also gay festivals in New 

York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Berlin; almost every major city has a gay film festival. There are 

more gay film festivals than any other genre of film festival because of the impact that these 

films have within the gay community. “We are seeing more than a story, more than a plot, 

more than a happy ending, we are seeing scripts of our own lives, scripts of our fantasies and 

nightmares.” – B. Ruby Rich, Film Critic 

 

Fabulous! 

“It took me 49 years to come out of the closet, so I’ve got the right to come here today and 

say to all lesbian and gay actors in Hollywood and on Broadway, do yourselves a favor, join us. 

Come out of the closet now!” - Ian McClellan, at a 1993 march in Washington 

 

Throughout the 90s and into the new millennium, coming out took on a whole new face – KD 

Lang, Ellen Degeneres, Rosie O’Donnell were all powerful faces in Hollywood and were all 

coming out of the closet. Ellen coming out had a huge impact on America. She had her own 



sitcom, she was on the cover of Time Magazine, and she was gay. Everyone in America could 

say they new at least one lesbian, it was monumental.  

 

Queer cinema and the perception and acceptance of queer cinema changed tremendously over 

the past 20 years. Tom Hanks won an academy award for playing a gay man in Philadelphia, 

Hilary Swank won an Oscar for Boys Don’t Cry, as well as Charlize Theron for Monster, while 

Will & Grace and Queer Eye for the Straight Guy became some of the most popular shows on 

television. It’s inevitable that all shades of gay and lesbian culture will shine through because 

media is everywhere and exposes so much to so many different people. 

 

There are still challenges that gay film must overcome. The gay community is a patchwork of 

everyone – there are gay Muslims, gay Christians, gays with mullets, gays in wheelchairs, even 

gay cowboys – the challenge is the intersection; how do you bridge the two different worlds 

together. A great example of the direction in which queer cinema is heading, is Ang Lee’s 

Brokeback Mountain. One of 2005’s most critically acclaimed films about two gay cowboys that 

fall in love in Wyoming. The film goes inside a mainstream Hollywood drama and takes big 

romantic epic tragedy, but merges it with the heart of queer cinema.  “It’s one of the greatest 

American love stories that was never told…People forget about whether they are gay or not, 

they are riveted into a love story.” – Ang Lee, director of Brokeback Mountain. 

 

Just as queer cinema became one and the same with independent cinema; we are seeing this 

trend again with both queer and independent cinema becoming synonymous with mainstream 

Hollywood cinema. It is impossible to tell where queer cinema will go in the future, it is certain 

however that it will continue to push the needle and will forever be an important part not only 

in gay culture, but in American culture and history.  

 



Queer Cinema: Abbreviated Timeline 

 
 

1930 – Hollywood Production Code forbids homosexuality in movies. 
1942 – U.S. Military bans homosexuals from serving. 
1947 – 17 year-old Kenneth Anger makes homo-erotic film, Fireworks. 
1955 – First national lesbian organization, Daughters of Bilitis, is founded. 
1961 – Illinois is first state to decriminalize homosexuality. 
1965 – NYC Commissioner conducts “anti-smut” campaign. 
1966 – National Organization for Women (NOW) is founded.  
1967 – The Advocate Magazine begins publication. 
1968 – Andy Warhol is shot by Valerie Solanas. 
1969 – In NYC, police raid the Stonewall Inn. 
1972 – First meeting of “Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays” (PFLAG). 
1973 – Am. Psych Assoc. declares homosexuality NOT a psychiatric disorder. 
1977 – Billy Crystal plays gay character on Soap. 
1984 – Wall Street Journal allows use of the word “gay.” 
1985 – The Times of Harvey Milk wins Academy Award Documentary. 
1985 – Rock Hudson dies of AIDS. 
1989 – Two gay men in bed are shown on Thirtysomething. 
1991 – Martina Navratilova comes out. 
1992 – Basic Instinct opens to protests by gay and lesbian activists. 
1993 – KD Lang comes out. 
1994 – Tom Hanks wins Academy Award for Philadelphia. 
1997 – Ellen Degeneres comes out. 
1998 – Matthew Shepard is killed in an anti-gay hate crime. 
1998 – Will and Grace premieres on NBC. 
1999 – Hilary Swank wins Academy Award for Boys Don’t Cry.  
2001 – Jerry Falwell blames 9/11 on “…the gays and lesbians…” 
2002 – Rosie O’Donnell comes out. 
2003 – Queer Eye for the Straight Guy premieres on Bravo. 
2004 – Same-sex marriages become legal in Massachusetts. 
2005 – Gay network LOGO premieres.  
 



 Films Featured in Fabulous! The Story of Queer Cinema 
 
All Over the Guy 
Billy's Hollywood Screen Kiss 
Blowjob  
Bound  
Boys Don't Cry 
Brokeback Mountain 
By Hook or By Crook  
Chocolate Babies 
DEBS  
Desert Hearts  
Family Fundamentals  
Female Trouble  
Fireworks 
Gay USA 
Go Fish  
Happy Endings  
Hedwig and the Angry Inch 
Incredibly True Adventure of 2 Girls in Love 
Je, tu, il, elle  
Living End, The 
Mala Noche 
Paris is Burning 
Parting Glances  
Poison  
Punks  
Saving Face  
Swoon 
Tarnation  
Watermelon Woman, The 
Word is Out  

 



 

Interviewees include: 
Randy Barbato, Director 
Dan Bucatinsky, Writer/Actor 
John Cooper, Sundance Film Festival 
Jonathon Coquette, Director/Actor 
Alan Cumming, Director/Actor 
Wilson Cruz, Actor 
Donna Deitch, Writer/Director 
Alonso Duralde, The Advocate 
Marga Gomez, Actor/Comedian 
Stephen Gutwillig, Outfest 
Todd Haynes, Director 
Marcus Hu, Strand Releasing 
Nina Landey, Actor 
Jennie Livingston, Director 
Jane Lynch, Actor 
Heather Matarazzo, Actor 
John Cameron Mitchell, Writer/Director/Actor 
Michael Musto, Columnist 
Tommy O'Haver, Writer/Director 
Jenni Olson, Programmer/Historian/Director 
Patrik Ian Polk, Writer/Director 
Peter Paige, Director/Actor 
Ruby Rich, Critic/Historian 
Angela Robinson, Writer/Director 
Don Roos, Writer/Director 
Rose Troche, Writer/Director 
Guin Turner, Writer/Actor 
Christine Vachon, Producer 
Gus Van Sant, Writer/Director 
John Waters, Writer/Director 
Stephen Winter, Producer/Director 
Alice Wu, Writer/Director 
Ange Lee, Writer/Director 
Billy Porter, Actor 
Michaelanego Signorili, Columnist 
James Schamus, Producer 
Billy Porter, Preformer/Writer 
 



 
 
COMPANY DESCRIPTION 
 
Award-winning filmmakers Lisa Ades and Lesli Klainberg are the founders of Orchard Films, a film 
production company dedicated to producing high quality documentaries and other non-fiction 
programming that engage, entertain and inform. 
 
Most recently completed is IN THE COMPANY OF WOMEN, a documentary about women in independent 
film, which premiered at the 2004 Sundance Film Festival, and aired on IFC in March 2004.  Other 
Orchard productions are A&E’s BEAUTY IN A JAR, the story of the American beauty and cosmetics 
industry in 2003.   
 
Previous Orchard projects include MISS AMERICA, a history of the Miss America Pageant which premiered 
at the Sundance Film Festival prior its broadcast on PBS in 2002; DIRECTED BY ALAN SMITHEE, a one-
hour documentary which premiered on AMC in 2002; and IFC’s INDIE SEX: TABOOS, a one-hour 
documentary on sex in independent film in 2001. 
 
PRINCIPALS 
 
LISA ADES has produced numerous award-winning films for PBS and cable. She directed MISS 
AMERICA.  With Klainberg she is producer/director of CHASING THE CROWN and LOVE FILES (WE); 
BEAUTY IN A JAR (A&E) and INDIE SEX (IFC), and producer of IN THE COMPANY OF WOMEN (IFC).  In 
1999, she was producer with Ric Burns and co-director of the acclaimed PBS series NEW YORK, a five-
part, ten-hour documentary. She also produced with Burns’ THE WAY WEST, a four-part, six-hour history 
series; THE DONNER PARTY, which received a George Foster Peabody Award, and was co-producer of 
CONEY ISLAND, which Time magazine named one of the ten best television programs of 1991. Previously 
she served as a producer of public affairs programming at New York's public television station 
WNET/Thirteen.  
 
LESLI KLAINBERG has produced a wide variety of documentaries and specials for network and cable 
television. Since founding Orchard Films with Lisa Ades in 2000, she has produced and directed CHASING 
THE CROWN; LOVE FILES (WE); BEAUTY IN A JAR (A&E); and INDIE SEX (IFC) with Ades.  She has also 
directed (with Gini Reticker) IN THE COMPANY OF WOMEN (IFC) and produced (with Ades) MISS 
AMERICA (PBS). Lesli also produced (with Maia Harris) and directed DIRECTED BY ALAN SMITHEE (AMC).  
She is also the producer of PAUL MONETTE: THE BRINK OF SUMMER’S END, which won the 1997 
Audience Award for documentary at the Sundance Film Festival and the San Francisco and Los Angeles 
gay and lesbian film festivals. She served as series producer of Disney Television's six-part documentary 
series, THE 20TH CENTURY (Showtime), directed by Robert Zemeckis, Barry Levinson, Garry Marshall and 
others and was the producer of THE REAL ELLEN STORY (CH.4/Bravo). In 1994, she received a CableAce 
Award for her work as Supervising Producer of MO' FUNNY: BLACK COMEDY IN AMERICA (HBO). Prior to 
that, she was a producer and coordinating producer in documentary and public affairs at WNET/Thirteen.  
Ms. Klainberg has served on the board of the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) and 
Outfest, the L.A. Gay & Lesbian Film Festival. 
 

EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS 
 

Alison Palmer Bourke and Evan Shapiro are executive producers for IFC. 

 

 



 

ABOUT IFC TELEVISION 
 

The Independent Film Channel (IFC) is the first and most widely distributed network dedicated to 
independent film 24 hours a day, uncut, uncensored and commercial-free.  
  
The network is part of IFC Companies -- the only brand to operate in every area of independent film to 
include television, production, financing, distribution, digital, on-demand and exhibition.  IFC Companies 
uses its unique cross-platform position to broaden the audience of independent film and to provide 
independent filmmakers with a strong voice. IFC Companies is a division of Rainbow Media Holdings, LLC. 
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